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Objectives

�Upon completing this module, you will be able 
to:

�Outline a method architecture, including:

� Layers and naming conventions for plug-ins

� Dependency rules for plug-ins

� Strategies for configurations and tailoring

� Strategies for sharing method assets

�Pre-requisites:

�Completion of RMC basic training
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Topics

�Review of basic concepts

�Library structure concepts

�Method architecture steps
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Review of basic concepts

� Practices
�These are components that you choose from to build configurations.

� Plugins
�Are the “physical” groupings of method elements for version 

management.

� Work product slots
�Decouple inputs and outputs to allow practices to connect.

� Process slots
�Used to define standard process that practices plug into.

� Configuration
�Defines a standard process; the basis for team customization

� Team Process
�A customized configuration intended to be used by a team.
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Review: Libraries, Plug-ins, Practices, and Configurations

� Method content and process are created 
and contained in a plug-in. 

� A library contains:

�A set of plug-ins

�A set of configurations that are 
defined by selecting whole plug-ins or 
some of their components (the 
configuration acts as a filter)

� Example: IBM Practices library contains:

�core supporting plug-ins with content 
used by other plug-ins

�practice plug-ins that describe a 
reusable component (may be several 
plug-ins in a practice)

�process plug-ins that compose 
practices

�publish plug-ins that add information 
specific to a configuration (such as 
custom views)
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Available plug-ins Configuration 
specification

publish

Informal 
Resources

His plug-in

RUP

Her plug-in

My plug-in

based on

based on

based on

based on

Note that some plug-ins and configurations may be new 
(created by you), and some will be pre-existing.

based on

Published method 
Web site

Review: Configurations define your final process
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Plug-in heuristics

� Single plug-in library
� If you only need one method, with no variation, then create one plug-in and put 

everything in it.

� Multi-plug-in library
�Additional plug-ins are mainly defined so you can create different configurations.  So at 

least one plug-in per practice
�Some other reasons are:

� to separate content that is owned by a different person/organization
� to split large sets of elements into smaller sets to make them easier to navigate
� to organize content shared across practices (core content)
� To organize content unique to a process or configuration (process/publish plug-ins)

� Naming conventions
� When content is logically the same, but is separated for purposes of ownership, then the 

plug-ins should have the same prefix, with the suffix indicating who owns.
�E.g. “-ibm”
�Can use library view filters to see just “your” plug-ins.
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Topics

�Review of basic concepts

�Library structure concepts

�Method architecture steps
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Library structure concepts

�Define “dot” notation convention to organize plug-ins

�Each name part results in a folder in the Authoring 
Perspective >  Library view 

� For example:
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UMF Plug-In Naming Convention

<plug-in type>.[<context>].<descriptive name>[.<plug-in part>][-<unique identifier suffix>]

Indicates company 
and licensing level 

IBM UMF unique 
identifiers:

�ibm = part of IBM's 
commercial methods

�ibm_int = part of 
IBM's internal methods

�ibm_lic = part of 
IBM's licensable 
methods 

Note: No suffix 
indicates open source

base = base
plug-in

assign = assign
plug-in

extend = extend
plug-in

Descriptive name 
for the plug-in, 
using UMF-
approved 
abbreviations.   

May be broken into 
name segments, 
separated by a "." 
so that RMC 
creates a nice 
hierarchical view of 
the related plug-ins 
(e.g., naming for 
supporting 
practices)

gen = general 
purpose 

tech = technology

bus = business

mgmt = 
management

core = Core

practice = Practice

process = Process

publish = Publish

Unique Identifier 
Suffix

Plug-In PartDescriptive 
Name

ContextPlug-In Type

Example: practice.mgmt.iterative_dev.extend-ibm

(the IBM extension to the management practice of Iterative Development)
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Example: Plug-In Naming

� All practices grouped together 
because the 1st part of their 
name is “practice”

� All the practices that support a 
specific context are grouped 
under the content name 
(“mgmt” in this example)

� All plug-in “parts” for a practice 
are grouped together because 
the practice descriptive name 
is the same

� The unique identifier suffix is 
used to indicate licensing level 
(e.g., extend-ibm) as well as 
reason for extension (assign-
ibm)

Plug-in type

Context

Descriptive 
name

Plug-in parts
Suffix
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UMF Configuration Naming Convention

[context].<descriptive name>[.-<unique identifier suffix>]

Indicates company and 
licensing level 

IBM UMF unique identifiers:

�ibm = part of IBM's 
commercial methods

�ibm_int = part of IBM's 
internal methods

�ibm_lic = part of IBM's 
licensable methods 

Note: No suffix indicates open 
source

Descriptive name for the 
plug-in, using UMF-
approved abbreviations.   

For publish configurations, 
method asset names make 
good descriptive names

For process construction 
configurations, the name 
of the plug-in containing 
the process makes a good 
descriptive name

gen = general purpose 

tech = technology

bus = business

mgmt = management

Unique Identifier SuffixDescriptive NameContext
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Topics

�Review of basic concepts

�Library structure concepts

�Method architecture steps
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Method Architecture Steps

1. Identify major configurations and practices

2. Define WBS structures

3. Organize the library

4. Elaborate practices

5. Create views

6. Configurations and tailoring

7. Sharing / controlling method assets

8. Process automation

* Steps are not a strict sequence

- perform iteratively
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1. Identify major configurations and practices

Option1: List desired configurations and their tasks, 
then intersect the tasks to define disjoint sets.

These disjoint sets are candidate practices

Option 2: Identify the characteristics that drive the need 
for different configurations, and identify each 
practice that is needed based on those 
characteristics

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Then:
� Are there existing practices that you can reuse, 

(such as the IBM Practices library)?
� You can create an "extend" plug-in to customize existing 

practices for use in your organization.

� Create a plug-in for each new practice and 
populate with tasks.
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2. Define WBS structures
� Governance

� Identify phases and milestones
� Goals/outcome (may be expressed as work product states)

� Work assignment
� How is work assigned and tracked?

� Critical to distinguish between:
– project roles like “project manager” vs. context-dependent roles like “review moderator”
– assignable tasks like “Define vision” from context-dependent actions like “approve document”

� RACI can be used to map specific tasks and work products to context-dependent roles and 
actions

� Can define “work item types” and states for Rational Team Concert automation

� Collaborations
� How do you interface across teams?

� Can use “swim lanes”

� Reviews and approvals
� Explicit review tasks vs. context-dependent RACI responsibilities

� Define “assignable work” WBS structures for each configuration
� If there are shared patterns across configurations, put these in shared process plug-ins
� Use process "extends" to build up the desired structures.

� Consider “process slots”
� Enables a common process structure automatically populated when practices are 

selected
� Process slots are defined in “core”
� Slots are populated in practice plug-ins via process “contributes” relationship
� Slots may be organized in different ways in process plug-ins
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2. Define WBS structures

� Define the WBS structures you need for each 
configuration

� If there are shared patterns across configurations, put 
these in shared process plug-ins

� Use process "extends" or "contributes" to build up the 
desired structures.

� Consider “process slots”
� Enables a common process structure automatically 

populated when practices are selected

� Process slots are defined in “core”

� Slots are populated in practice plug-ins

� Slots may be organized in different ways in process plug-
ins

� Identify milestones
� Goal/outcome (may be expressed as work product states)
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3. Organize the library

� Identify “layers”

�Eg. Core, Practices, Process, Publish

�Organize content by major subject area ("context")

�Can organize by subject area, then layer, or layer, then 
subject area

�UMF structure is layer, context, elementtype (separating 
roles, categories, etc.)

� More refined subject areas appear as package
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3. Organize the library - sublibraries

For large libraries, you may need to identify sublibraries

� Similar to the idea of subsystems - islands of relatively 
independent content that have only small interfaces across 
them (or none)

Some exploratory ideas:

� Organize plug-ins so that sublibraries and sub-library 
interfaces are distinct.
�E.g. <sublibrary_name>.interface plug-ins as distinct from 

<sublibrary_name>.<layer>

� Sublibraries are identified so that they can be excluded from 
your workspace and so you can work with a smaller set of 
content.

� Sublibraries only require interfaces from other sublibraries

� You can have process and publish plug-ins and 
configurations that use multiple sublibraries
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3. Organize the library – sublibraries example
Example of separate sublibraries for software development and systems engineering:

� Core
� May not be needed.  Place for common elements across sublibraries, possibly slots

� Sublibrary
� SoftwareDevelopment

� Interface

� Core
� …
� Practices

– Use-case driven development

� Process
– CLM for IT

� Publish
– CLM for IT

� SystemsEngineering
� Interface
� Core

� Practices
� Process
� Publish

� Process
� Systems_with_software

� Publish
� Systems_with_software

Can create a workspace with just Core, a sublibrary, and required interfaces from other 
sublibraries.
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3. Organize the library – sublibrary extensions

� These are groupings of "extends" type plug-ins, optional 
practices, that are often not needed by configurations.

� These are identified so that they can be excluded from your 
workspace and so you can work with a smaller set of 
content, or alternative content

� Examples:
�IBM Practices (extend EPF practices)

�Assign plug-ins (supports alternative role / category assignments)

�CMMi Mapping Extension

�Tool mentor extensions

�“Next release” extension

�IBM licensed extensions

�IBM internal extensions

� Represented by components in version control
�Optionally included in workspaces

�May or may not follow a naming convention
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Method Architecture Steps

1. Identify major configurations and practices

2. Define WBS structures

3. Organize the library

4. Elaborate practices

5. Create views

6. Configurations and tailoring

7. Sharing / controlling method assets

8. Process automation
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4. Elaborate practices

�Add relationships from the tasks to roles, work 
products, and guidance
�If an element is only used by one practice, put it in the 

practice plug-in.

�If referenced by more than one practice, put in "core".

�Work product slots?
�Useful when there are alternative work products that fill 

the same need

�For example:
� Task 1: Define architecture from use cases

� Task 2: Define architecture from user stories

� Introduce work product slots to have just one task:

– Task: Define architecture from requirements

� Configuration determines which work product to use to fill that slot 
(typically by including a practice that produces the work product).
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4. Elaborate practices (cont’d)

� Additional types/relationships?
�RMC meta-model can be extended with user-defined types

�Examples: RACI responsibilities, tool configuration data, standards 
mappings

� Guidance slots?
�Useful when there are alternative techniques that fill the same need

�Can be implemented with parent guidelines, attach additional 
guidance as sub-guidelines

� Extends/extends-replaces?
�Can create generic elements and extend them to create variants and 

alternative practices

�Apply sparingly – dependencies can be tricky

� Metrics?
�What metrics do you use? How to gather?  How to interpret?
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5. Create views

�Default view?

�Reusable categories are defined in core

�Can define a default view, or just reusable parts

�Use “tag-based query” custom categories

�Auto-populates

�Define standard categories in core

�Or can use custom categories and tags for everything
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Method Architecture Steps

1. Identify major configurations and practices

2. Define WBS structures

3. Organize the library

4. Elaborate practices

5. Create views

6. Configurations and tailoring

7. Sharing / controlling method assets

8. Process automation
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6. Configurations and tailoring - basics

�Simplest model is:

�A few “starting point” configurations for different types of 
projects

�Publish plug-in and configuration with the same name.

�Each team chooses a starting configuration and uses the 
team process view to tailor

�Harvest from team processes as needed.
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6. Configurations and tailoring – process builder

�More advanced – process builder wizards

�Usage 1: Create fixed configurations

�Process builder can be used to define and maintain a 
fixed configuration

�Example: “Maintenance project” builder

� Selects all practices tagged as “mandatory” and “maintenance” to 
automatically build a configuration from those practices

� Change tags to modify the configuration automatically

�Usage 2: No fixed configurations

�Instead, question and answer wizard selects practices 
based on project characteristics

�Can still use team process view to tailor
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6. Configurations and tailoring – mandatory vs. optional

�Mandatory vs optional – what does it mean?
�Does your organization mandate certain processes?

�Do teams mandate certain processes for their team (they 
may be optional for the organization)

�Mandatory tasks, but optional techniques?

�Mandatory outcomes, but optional work product formats?

�Optional flags in RMC
�You need to standardize on what they mean

�Can use plug-ins, packages, tags, or user-defined 
attributes to mark optional vs. mandatory

�Can automate rules in process builders

�Can use reports to validate

�Consider documenting rationale for mandatory vs. 
optional decisions
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Method Architecture Steps

1. Identify major configurations and practices

2. Define WBS structures

3. Organize the library

4. Elaborate practices

5. Create views

6. Configurations and tailoring

7. Sharing / controlling method assets

8. Process automation
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7. Sharing / controlling method assets – delivery

�Method asset delivery via the web

�Team need guidance to get started

� What starter configurations are available, and how to choose one?

� What is mandatory, what is not?

� How to tailor?

�Can use a ad-hoc “methods” website; or

�Can use Rational Asset Manager

� Deliver assets, track released versions, rate assets, communities, 
access control, sharing

�Collaborative method development using EPF Wiki

�Authoring by non-RMC experts

�Gather feedback

�Track harvesting
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7. Sharing / controlling method assets – governance

�What quality controls?  

�Process to ensure:

� architecture rules are adhered to

� error free library

� Copyright/licensing rules

� Reviews and approvals

�BIRT reports can be used for consistency checks

�Governance information

�Can use tags to track review status and quality 
levels
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Method Architecture Steps

1. Identify major configurations and practices

2. Define WBS structures

3. Organize the library

4. Elaborate practices

5. Create views

6. Configurations and tailoring

7. Sharing / controlling method assets

8. Process automation
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8. Process automation

� Tool mentors provide tool guidance

� Templates can be attached to method content

�HTML links and RSS feeds can be used to 
incorporate method content into web-based tools
�E.g. Rational team concert dashboards

�WBS to generate:
� Microsoft® Project templates

�Rational Team Concert work item templates

�Document collaboration workflows
�Can use free-form HTML or WBS structures

�User-defined type for “Work item type”

�How do you track progress / gather and act on 
metrics?
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Questions
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Thank You


